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puter is easy with Eldy
Free of charge
300.000 users

Shorter and effective 
training 

Easy access to Public 
Administration Services

29 languages BRINGING THE INTERNET
TO THE ELDERLY

www.eldy.eu

ELDY

Eldy is already being used by many 
local and regional authorities for 
e-inclusion projects.
 
Eldy gives easier access to online public 
services by an interface which makes 
sending emails and finding websites 
much less complicated.

Eldy can also be used with Smart 
Cards to facilitate secure transaction 
with public and private services, so 
that elderly people do not have to 
input complex passwords and security 
information.

Eldy trains the trainers who teach 
elderly people to use the software to 
join the internet and all it offers

e-Government
Eldy is a free software package to help 
senior citizens to use  computer s and 
access the internet

With Eldy anyone can easily access 
online services from public and private 
sectors

Eldy is easy to learn, easy to use and 
you will find many people to help and 
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Eldy the simplicity 

Eldy is simple and clear, with nice big 
buttons, easy to read and to use.The 
interface is pleasant and intuitive. 
Striking contrasts and simplified 
navigation helps the  starter to learn 
Eldy in few hours.

Eldy the community

Eldy is a social network too. In Eldy you 
can find a community of senior people, 
volunteers and friends, always ready to 
help you, to give you support and to 
communicate. Eldy is much more than 
a software, it’s a way of life!

Eldy the NGO
Eldy helps older people to use computers 
and enjoy the internet revolution. Eldy 
is a software developed by Eldy NGO, 
a non-profit organization, freely availa-
ble from www.eldy.eu.

Eldy the software
Eldy can be used with Windows, Linux 
and Mac, making use of computers and 
the internet easier. Eldy provides e-mail 
account, a web browser, a chat service, 
a text editor, pictures management, 
weather forecast and videoconference. 
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Friends
Communication

Freedom
Simplicity

 LEARNING COMPUTER 
 IS EASY NOW WITH ELDY
Eldy is freely available from: www.eldy.eu

What is Eldy...
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